
FitBark

FitBark monitors your dogs everyday activity & sleep and turns the
data into actionable behavioural and medical insights. It was made
in collaboration with 45+ veterinary schools and research institutes
from around the world.

The FitBark monitor creates a FitBark Health Index which helps
you (and us) catch early signs of disease or discomfort. The earlier
we can discover and start treatment for disease the more effective
the treatment will be and so less suffering for your pet.

You can share your data with us so we can monitor your pets
progress and rehabilitation with you to allow us to adjust treatment
at a much more individual level. You can also see how much
activity your pooch really gets up to when someone else is walking
your pet for you.

FitBark is very useful for catching early signs of disease and for
monitoring a wide range of medical conditions, especially
orthopaedic rehabilitation or osteoarthritis.
The sleep score is very useful for helping to monitor skin conditions
so we can catch flare ups before they become established and be
able to better assess the effectiveness of treatments.

Behavioural e.g. separation anxiety - a quick look at activity levels
from when you leave home will provide valuable clues about your
dogs anxiety levels and how he or she copes whilst you are away,
which we can address and monitor the effectiveness of the
treatments.

Summary:

Monitor Activity & Sleep 24/7
Track minute by minute activity, sleep quality, distance travelled,
calories burned and overall health and behaviour.

Monitor Medical issues and help catch early signs of disease
Monitor mobility, rehabilitation, anxiety and skin diseases through changes in behaviour 
and sleep habits.

Share your pups data with us (No monthly or hidden fees) 
We are a FitBark Veterinary practice so link up with us through your app at 
sqf@westportvets.com so we can monitor your pets progress with you. (click 
on your Pets name and Add User)

Light rugged and water proof
High-impact Polycarbonate, durable on land & underwater (up to 1m depth for 30 mins)

Battery life up to 6 months
Worry Less about recharging and more about bonding with your pup!

Fits dogs any size
XXX-S and XXX-L dogs welcome, works with collars <1.5” (38mm)

Get active with your dog 
Link your Fitbit, Apple HealthKit or Google Fit device and review progress side by side. 



FAQs

What do FitBark devices measure?
FitBark devices are research-grade dog activity and sleep
monitors. They collect physical activity and rest levels 24/7,
providing you and us with unprecedented insights into dog
health and behaviour. Made in the shape of a tiny, stylish
dog-bone, FitBark devices fit dogs of any size. Here are
some of the metrics that FitBark devices track: Activity
counts (BarkPoints) Rest, active and play time Nocturnal
sleep score Overall health index Activity index Calorie burn
Distance travelled In particular, FitBark devices are useful
to monitor changes in mobility, anxiety and skin conditions.

What's my FitBark devices wireless range? How far can
I be from my dog to sync?
Your FitBark device's sync range is about 30 feet (9 meters)
from an iOS or Android mobile device, or a FitBark Wi-Fi
Base Station. This range may be affected by several
external factors. Your FitBark device stores your dog's
activity and sleep information 24/7. A daily sync is
recommended but not required.

What collars are compatible with FitBark 2?
Width: FitBark 2 is compatible with collars not wider than
1.5" (38 mm). Thickness: Collars with buckles and safety
collars and are typically OK, unless they are so thick that a
zip tie wouldn't have a snug fit. You'll get the most out of the
experience if you leave a soft collar on your dog 24/7.

Do FitBark devices have GPS?
No, or at least not yet. FitBark focuses on health, activity,
sleep and behaviour. Through your pets FitBark, your dog
anonymously contributes health and lifestyle data that helps
all dogs and their owners live healthier lives. While FitBark
continue to look at ways to introduce new sensors in the
future, for now FitBark are extremely proud of the tiny
product size, form factor and battery life. Introducing a GPS
sensor at this time would likely make the product 5-7 times
as bulky.

Can I use FitBark devices on a harness?
FitBark devices are designed to be fixed on a dog collar. Wearing your FitBark device on a
harness may reduce its activity and sleep tracking accuracy. If you use a harness to take 
your dog out for walks, we recommend that you keep your FitBark device on a light, soft 
collar that your dog can wear 24/7 and wear the harness on top of that.
 
Can a cat wear a FitBark device? What about other animals?
Yes, but you won’t find much in terms of comparative norms and baselines. Please choose
an animal within the "not a dog" list when you setup your FitBark device on a cat, bunny, 
pig, sheep, chicken, penguin, falcon, zebra or any other animal or human.


	

